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Abstract
To achieve a successful implementation of SDGs, good land governance as well as a well-functioning land
administration system are indisposed. From SDGs’ 17 goals and 169 targets many directly and some generally related
to land. Some of them are, secure tenure rights to land, ending hunger, peace, justice, sustainable cities etc. For SDGs’
success not only a country level adoption is required, but cross-border cooperation, harmonization are needed as well.
Hungarian Land Administration as an integrated system (cadastral mapping and land registry are integrated in one
institutional framework) is functioning really well, and is able to serve the state for the implementation of a good land
policy, land governance. International issues in land administration (in cadaster) are interesting. Different legislations,
traditions strongly influence the cooperation in this field. For better, and flexible communication, data exchange,
information sharing among land administrations, standards are required.
Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals, Digital Cadastre, Land Administration Domain Model

INTRODUCTION
Land Administration is a process. Land Administration is the process of determination, recording and dissemination of
information on the relationship between the land and people (LADM, 2010). Land Administration is not only one
process, it is better to speak about a set of processes, which provide reliable, and secure land tenure.
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Digital Land Administration is not only a Land Administration with digital format data, and their relationships (e.g.
constrains, connections). In Digital Land Administration the above mentioned processes are also digitalized anyway,
and IT environment is able to help the operation of the whole Digital Land Administration.
Land Administration and as a part of it, Cadastre is a key element in implementation of Sustainable Development
Goals.
Cadastre is a core element of any Land Administration system. In this case an integrated, multipurpose cadastral system
is taking into account, where cadastral mapping and the registration of rights, restrictions and responsibilities (in
LADM, ISO 19152:2012 Standard, Land Administration Domain Model; term RRR) are realized in an integrated
system, called Cadastre. Such an integrated system can be developed independently from the institutional or
organizational issues, based on the modern IT technology. (Iván, 2019.)
Land administration services unfortunately are not available for all people around the world. 70% world’s population
have no access to formal Land Administration services, while only 25% of the 6 billion land parcels worldwide are
formally registered and have robust security of tenure. Therefore UN and its organizations (FAO, HABITAT), FIG,
Worldbank and others are focusing on the development of Land Administration (Cadastre) in the countries, where these
services are not accessible, and trying to provide secure land tenure for people. (McLaren, Enemark, 2017)
Mentioned activities of these organizations are really important, and it is natural, that they are concentrating on the
different tools, which will solve this huge problem (like Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration), and after all the success
of Sustainable Development Goals.

LAND ADMINISTRATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Sustainable Development has been a key issue for a long time in Land Administration. The Bathurst Declaration on
Land Administration for Sustainable Development dealt with it generally at first time (FIG, 1999). The joint United
Nations and International Federation of Surveyors Bathurst Workshop on Land Tenure and Cadastral Infrastructures for
Sustainable Development has responded to this challenge. As it was written in this Declaration:
„Almost all societies are currently undergoing rapid change brought about by a diverse range of factors that include
growing population pressures on the land, especially in urban areas. The world's population has already reached six
billion people. The poor are becoming increasingly concentrated in slums and squatter settlements in our everexpanding cities. The gender inequities in access to economic and social opportunities are becoming more evident.
Within 30 years, two-thirds of the world's population will live in cities. Fresh water availability is now approaching
crisis point. At present consumption levels, two-thirds of the world’s population will live in water-stressed conditions
by the year 2025. The challenge is not only to meet world population needs for food, shelter and quality of life, but also
to ensure that future generations can also have their needs met.
Insecure property rights inhibit use and investment in rural and urban land. They hinder good governance and the
emergence of engaged civil society. Uncoordinated development, poor planning and management of land and its use,
and the increasing vulnerability of populations to disaster and environmental degradation all compound the difficulties
of meeting this challenge. Without effective access to property, economies are unable to progress and the goal of
sustainable development cannot be realised.
However, the world is changing. Growing awareness of the issues, better understanding of the consequences of actions,
and greater capacity to secure and use relevant information are helping to bring about the necessary changes. These
issues are forcing the re-engineering of land administration systems to ensure that they support sustainable development
and efficient land markets. Land administration frameworks will be forced to respond rapidly to these unprecedented
changes.”
Bathurst Workshop defined the following recommendations, as a global commitment to:
1.

Providing effective legal security of tenure and access to property for all men and women, including
indigenous peoples, those living in poverty and other disadvantaged groups;

2.

Promoting the land administration reforms essential for sustainable development and facilitating full and equal
access for men and women to land-related economic opportunities, such as credit and natural resources;

3.

Investing in the necessary land administration infrastructure and in the dissemination of land information
required to achieve these reforms;
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4.

Halving the number of people around the world who do not have effective access to secure property rights in
land by the year 2010.
The Workshop in confirming the UN-FIG Bogor Declaration on Cadastral Reform, extending the
professional debate on desirable land administration and recognising that the community of nations have
committed themselves to the various United Nations Global Plans of Action arising out of the UN Summits
over the last decade, recommends the following:

5.

Encourage nations, international organisations, Non-Government Organisations (NGO)s, policy makers,
administrators and other interested parties to adopt and promote the Bathurst Declaration in support of
sustainable development.

6.

Encourage all those involved in land administration to recognise the relationships and inter-dependence
between different aspects of land and property. In particular there is need for functional cooperation and
coordination between surveying and mapping, the cadastre, valuation, physical planning, land reform, land
consolidation and land registration institutions.

7.

Encourage the flow of information relating to land and property between different government agencies and
between these agencies and the public. Whilst access to data, its collection, custody and updating should be
facilitated at a local level, the overall land information infrastructure should be recognised as belonging to a
national uniform service to promote sharing within and between nations.

8.

Improve security of tenure, access to land and to land administration systems through policy, institutional
reforms and appropriate tools with special attention paid to gender, indigenous populations, the poor and other
disadvantaged groups. In many nations, this will entail particular efforts in areas under customary or informal
tenure and in urban areas where population growth is fast and deficiencies are most prevalent.

9.

Recognise that good land administration can be achieved incrementally using relatively simple, inexpensive,
user-driven systems that deliver what is most needed for sustainable development.

10. Recognise that the unacceptable rise in the incidents of violent dispute over property rights can be reduced
through good land tenure institutions that are founded on quality land information data. Good land information
underpins good governance. Where conflict arises, there must be inexpensive land dispute resolution
mechanisms in place that are readily accessible to all parties concerned.
11. Encourage national and local government bodies to document and manage their own land and property assets.
12. Recognise that land markets operate within a range of land tenures of which freehold is but one. It is important
to facilitate the efficient operation of land markets through appropriate regulatory frameworks that address
environmental and social concerns.
13. In order to increase knowledge of the global situation of land administration and land tenure, the United
Nations undertake a study of global land administration issues such as the range of tenure issues, gender,
urban agglomeration, land disputes, problems and indicators with a view to producing a global atlas and
related documentation. Much of the needed data are already available in different UN databases.
14. Recognising the difficulties in interpretation of the many land administration related terms, develop a readily
accessible thesaurus, translated into appropriate languages, to facilitate a better understanding of the
terminology used. Further, on the basis of selected criteria, use this to prepare examples of best practice in the
field of land administration. This can be done using work already completed by FIG and FAO.
15. In view of the crucial importance of human resources in the management of land, ensure that there is sustained
education and training in land administration. In particular, international agencies should seek to develop
multi-disciplinary, multi-national training courses in land administration and make these available at the local
level through the use of modern information technology.
16. International and national agencies, NGOs and other interested parties to arrange workshops and conduct
studies with regard to such matters as the quality of access to land and information, gender issues, customary
law and indigenous rights, land tenure systems, interaction between land and water rights, maritime cadastres,
and the management of land administration systems.
17. In order to coordinate foreign assistance, countries seeking help should play a more active role in the
coordination of aid and prepare a country profile analysis, describing the status of land administration and the
need for improvements. Based on this the countries should then prepare a master plan to which all land
administration, initiatives and projects should adhere.
18. In order to ensure sustainable development of territorial oceans claimed under UNCLOS (United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea), the United Nations emphasise the need for claimant countries to develop
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their capability to support effective marine resource administration through the national spatial data
infrastructure.
19. Undertake analyses and develop performance indicators that can monitor the effectiveness of land
administration and land tenure systems in relation to sustainable development and poverty alleviation.
20. That the Workshop and FIG strongly support the "Global Campaign for Secure Tenure" undertaken within the
implementation of the Habitat Agenda, presently launched by the UNCHS (Habitat), and commit to promoting
activities in terms of this campaign in future FIG programs.”
As a continuation of this Declaration the famous book on „Land Administration for Sustainable Development” was
published in 2010 (Williamson et. al., 2010). In this book the relationships between Land Administration and
Sustainable Development deeply analysed. It defines four components within the broad goals of sustainability:
•

Efficiency and promotion of economic development,

•

Equality and social justice,

•

Environmental preservation and a sustainable pattern of land use,

•

Institutional and government capacity to deliver sustainable development.

Figure 1. shows the connections between Land Administration components and Sustainable Development:

Figure 1.: A Global Land Administration Perspective (Enemark, 2004)
The four land administration functions (land tenure, land value, land use, and land development) are different in their
professional focus, and are normally undertaken by a mix of professionals, including surveyors, engineers, lawyers,
valuers, land economists, planners, and developers. Furthermore, the actual processes of land valuation and taxation, as
well as the actual land-use planning processes, are often not considered part of land administration activities. However,
even if land administration is traditionally centered on cadastral activities in relation to land tenure and land information
management, modern LAS designed as described in Figure 1. deliver an essential infrastructure and encourage
integration of the four functions:
Land tenure: the processes and institutions related to securing access to land and inventing commodities in land and
their allocation, recording, and security; cadastral mapping and legal surveys to determine parcel boundaries; creation of
new properties or alteration of existing properties; the transfer of property or use from one party to another through sale,
lease, or credit security; and the management and adjudication of doubts and disputes regarding land rights and parcel
boundaries.
Land value: the processes and institutions related to assessment of the value of land and properties; the calculation and
gathering of revenues through taxation; and the management and adjudication of land valuation and taxation disputes.
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Land use: the processes and institutions related to control of land use through adoption of planning policies and landuse regulations at the national, regional, and local level; the enforcement of land-use regulations; and the management
and adjudication of land-use conflicts.
Land development: the processes and institutions related to building new physical infrastructure and utilities; the
implementation of construction planning; public acquisition of land; expropriation; change of land use through granting
of planning permissions, and building and land-use permits; and the distribution of development costs. (Williamson et.
al. 2010).
Sustainable development policy requires the four functions to be integrated. This is achieved in four general ways:
1.

In theory, the functions are approached as four parts of a coherent whole, not as independent activities. This
means that each function is not an end in itself, but all four together are the means to support sustainable
development.

2.

The processes used to perform the functions must pursue sustainable development, ideally within a broad
framework of monitoring and evaluation of performance against sustainability outcomes.

3.

Information and outputs generated by processes need to be mutually shared and made widely accessible.

4.

All functions must be built on core cadastral knowledge. (Williamson et. al. 2010).

TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLANGES
Technological developments strongly influences our world into the direction of openness. Internet, Social media, Metaplatforms are all opening the world for everyone and everywhere. Fast transport, information exchange and others are
also increasing this openness among countries, societies and individuals. Everyone can be informed of anything. It is
very important, that not only the rich, developed countries’ citizens are coming in for this information, data sharing, but
the poorer side of the world as well, thanks for the advanced communication technology. All in all technological
developments strengthens globalism.
But after the global economic crisis in 2008, new economic and political concepts have arisen, which affect into the
opposite direction than globalism. The countries became more-closed, national interests were increased against the
global needs. As it was mentioned by Mr. Nick Wilkinson (Interview with Mr. Nick Wilkinson, Former DA-Notice DNotice Secretary UK, in the newspaper Magyar Nemzet, Budapest, Hungary, on 13th September 2017. Translated from
Hungarian by the authors): „Accelerated globalism kindles nationalist emotions, which are not compatible with the
laws of liberal market economy. Political leaders are not able to resolve this contradiction.”
And the citizens, the people, both in the developed and developing side of the world, are staying under this double
pressure. They like to come in for the benefits of the globalism, but are living in a more-closed political, societal
environment. But what a citizen needs? Safety and peace, which are not really achievable in such a situation. (Iván,
2018.)
Checking the trends, which influence Land Administration in our days, the following could be found (Figure 2.):
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Figure 2.: Trends in Land Administration
The fast development of InfoCommunication Technology (ICT) has the strongest influence in Land Administration
processes. Usage of Services in economy and society is increasing together with ICT and the number of Land
Administration Services, but the Reaction time of Land Administration is getting less and less. This is one of the main
challenge for Land Administration in these days.
Above only the trends were mentioned, but the continuous developments of different instruments, sensors in the field of
positioning (e.g. UAVs, LIDAR, In-door positioning) become more and more important not only for the determination
of location, but the monitoring of changes.
In the field of Land Administration, Land Management Remote Sensing methods and technics are generally not
discussed on the level, which they should be deserved. As an example, Department of Geodesy, Remote Sensing and
Land Offices of the Government Office of the Capital City Budapest, Hungary has really good results in the usage of
remote sensing technics on Land Management. Own-developed solution for the mixed use of optical and radarpolymetric are successfully utilized in the monitoring of different agricultural hazards, from the effect of western corn
root worm till hailstorm damages (Figure 3. and 4.).
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Figure 3.: Western corn root worm damages (Surek et. al. 2012)

Figure 4.: Hailstorm damages (Surek et al., 2016)
New devices introduced new definitions in our profession. Positioning replaced field measurements, smart devices
arose crowdsourcing (FIG Commission 7. WG 7.3), new, multispectral sensors increased the importance of change
mapping. In some cases algorithms solves positioning problems, usage of augmented reality is a reality, cadastral
parcels become an intelligent object on the field etc.
This fast technological development requires new conceptual solutions such as Land Administration Domain Model
ISO 19152:2012 Standard (LADM). Introduction of this standard was one of the most important result in Land
Administration in the last decade. It is a conceptual model for designing Land Administration systems, an interface for
exchanging information among Land Administration Systems. LADM became a common Land Administration
“language” all over the world. And it a very a very important issue, that the development of LADM continues.
A real high technological (and legal) challenge is 3D Cadastre. A joint working group of FIG Commission 7. and 3. are
working on this issue. 3D Cadastre is not only the extension of traditional cadaster to the third dimension. In 3D
Cadastre the most important theme is the handling of 3D rights, restrictions and responsibilities (RRRs).
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Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a new, real complex solution for the management of physical and functional
characteristics of places, structures etc. Spatial (and sometimes legal) information are indispensable in design,
construction, operating and maintenance of buildings. Therefore the importance of surveyors, spatial and land
knowledge are increasing in BIM. Based on the spatial knowledge of surveyors, we surveyors have an integrating role
in any BIM solution. It is interesting, that in many languages the word ”engineer” is derived from engine (motor). But
in Hungarian language this word derived from ”surveyor” (mérnök), which shows this integrating role of geodesist.
Financial techniques (Fintech) have just arrived in Land Administration, thanks for the wide usage of blockchain
technology. Blockchain is a real challenge, since it looks like, is able to revolutionize Land Registry, and Land
Administration all over the world. by the use of blockchain technology all transactions will become transparent,
irreversible and publishable, which shows its importance. (van Bochove et al., 2016) But an important question arises
related to this characteristics, all the politicians like such a Land Administration system?
The above mentioned technological challenges strongly influences the future of Land Administration systems. The
operation of systems should be faster, more reliable and highly automated, including document handling, processing
and decision making. This is not only a technological challenge, but a defiance in organizational structure of Land
Administrations as well, including human resource management. Since Land Administration “is the process of
determining, recording and disseminating information about the relationship between people and land” (LADM, 2012),
these changes also impact the society, the people. Therefore Land Administration has a great responsibility to prepare
citizens for these new situation. (Iván, 2018.)

HUNGARIAN ACTIVITIES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
UN Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development were adopted by all UN Member States in 2015. It is a universal call for
developing social, environmental and economic sustainability. Efficiency of the Agenda is influenced by global and
local level cooperation based on the skills, interests, capabilities and the intentions of the participants. Global actions
are executed by governments, industry, education and academic sector, businesses and global NGOs. Local actions are
based on the activities of local governments, national NGOs and the people themselves.
Large part of the Sustainable Development Goals and related tasks are referred to spatial information. In the
implementation, change monitoring and documentation of the goals and tasks, geodetic reference frames, Earth
observation data and geoinformation datasets are playing fundamental roles.
A volunteer Working Group started its work in 2017 for the national awareness raising of the importance of spatial
information for Sustainable Development Goals. Executive Board of the Hungarian Society for Surveying, Mapping
and Remote Sensing (MFTTT) recognized this work and established a permanent committee for national and
international activities in this field, in its No. 16/2018. (XII. 10.) resolution. Because of the international activities the
name of the committee derived from an English abbreviation “MFTTT-WG4SDG”.
During the execution of UN Agenda 2030 focusing on the measurement, monitoring and documentation of Sustainable
Development Goals’ indicators needs a special attention by the utilization of statistical, geoinformation and Earth
observation data.
It needs special efforts from the participating countries to provide policies, actions, cooperations, knowledge base,
human resources, organizational and financial background.
Direct support by EO/GI tools of SDG has not been established yet in Hungary. During the years 2017-2018 MFTTTWG4SDG made preparation works, by the motivation of public and private sector for cooperation.
Results of these activities should be included Voluntary National Review of Hungary and in the report of national
EO4SDG Group as well.
Actions should be taken:
•

Continuing the involvement of national geoinformation and Earth observation bodies,

•

Strengthening collaboration with UN and SDG bodies on national and international level,

•

Starting geoinformation and Earth observation services for SDGs and establishing related jurisdiction,

•

Establishment of Hungarian National Spatial Data Infrastructure, including the legal framework, data policy
and interoperability.
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•

Integration of statistical, Earth observation and geoinformation data,

•

Establishment connections to Governmental organizations responsible for the achievement of SDGs in
Hungary.

In 2019 WG4SDG recommended the following actions for MFTTT:
•

Survey on the higher education and trainings in Hungary and SDGs related international experiments

•

MFTTT-WG4SDG recognized the main institutions and experts play important roles in education

•

MFTTT-WG4SDG digested:
o

starting packs of education materials

o

national education institutions related to SDGs

o

•

themes to be educated

Tasks:
o

Starting the initiation of:


legal,



financial,



capacity and



organizational

conditions for education in EO/GI for SDGs theme. But at least, organically inspire the potential
players, and concerned people.
o

o
•

Starting


Adoption of education packages,



The work with the related education institution experts.

Continuing the cooperation with international institutions.

At CEOS-WGISS-47 Workgroup meeting, NOAA, 29 April – 2 May 2019, Silver Spring, USA, a wide-range
of international experts were informed about the Hungarian activities, including
o

Earth observation,

o

Activities of Hungarian experts in Copernicus and SDG monitoring

o
o

Space Industry Cluster
Activities of Hungarian Bodies (Hungarian Space Research Office, MFTTT-WG4SDG, Airbus-DSGEO-Hungary, GEODATA Ltd., Lechner Ltd., COSIMA Ltd., Governmental Informatics
Development Agency

•

Operated by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Hungarian Space Office (HSO) should consider to
join CEOS, where MFTTT-WG4SDG could play an important role.

•

MFTTT-WG4SDG recommends the extension of Hungarian Earth observation activities with SDG purposes,
surveying and geoinformation activities.

CONCLUSIONS
Land Administration is a key element of the implementation of UN Agenda 2030. The Agenda defines the Sustainable
Development Goals, which have many relationships to Land Administration. The modern Land Administration must be
based on cadastral knowledge. An as a result, these new Land Administation systems must be built to serve the
sustainable development objectives of economic development, environmental management, social justice, and good
governance.
Fortunately, thanks to the fast development of technologies (including positioning, remote sensing, ICT), building-up
these Land Administration systems, supporting SDGs, is not hard, as it seems.
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